Ascom Healthcare is a fast-paced, rapidly evolving ecosystem, and it’s a heavy lift for providers to stay current with technology. As the only solution provider uniquely-positioned to offer fully-integrated Patient Systems, Mobility, Software and Professional Services, Ascom closes the information gap and digitizes clinical end-to-end workflows for fast, measurable impact on costs, productivity, staff and patient satisfaction.

The Challenges
Caregivers not only need accurate patient information, but they must also ensure the right information reaches the right person at the right time. According to recent surveys, clinicians increasingly rely on smart devices to enhance patient safety as they convey critical information in real-time.

But in the information ecosystem of a hospital, efficient, secure workflow collaboration for better patient care can be an elusive target for administrators.

How to best and securely share patient alerts, communicate vital test and lab results or quickly reach the on-duty caregiver remains a difficult patchwork of stop-gap measures for many facilities. Ascom’s Unite Context closes the loop on the clinical information gap and the front-end workflow, making it an innovative advancement in the acute-care setting.

Empower Your Staff With:
• Advanced collaboration tools
• Point-of-care support
• Continuity-of-care
• Secure patient information

Ascom Unite Context
Workflow collaboration that gets you closer to the people that really matter.
**Introducing Unite Context**

With Ascom’s Unite Context, hospitals have an integrated communication and collaboration platform that facilitates mobile workflows to improve clinical team efficiency for better patient care. Our unique, proprietary clinical collaboration application closes the information gap between back end systems and databases and the front end workflow. Unite Context technology enables mobile collaboration and the ability to access and exchange information securely. Delivering exactly the right information to the right clinician strengthens the circle of care and trust and enhances the care environment.

**Information at Your Fingertips**

Wherever a caregiver is located on the hospital campus, information is just a screen swipe away.

- Secure messaging
- Lab results
- Access to EHR
- Ability to send images
- Staff directory/central phone book
- Make and respond to phone calls
- Pre-scripted messages for quicker clinician response
- Contacts presented with availability status
- Dynamic care team with availability presence

**Learn More**

Ask Ascom for a convenient web-based demo or schedule an on-site consultation showcasing various workflow and clinical collaboration scenarios for your facility.